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STATISTICS
1.1 : probability Theory
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Hours
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lnstructions: All questions carry equal marks.
Answer any one question from each lJnit.

UNIT-

l. a)
b)

I

Define field and o-field. Show that every finite field is a

o{ield.

Show that every monotone sequence of sets is always convergent. ldentify
the limit.

ll. a) Define Borel o-field in tR. show that the set ol rationals in IR is a Borel set.
b) Define generated o{ield over a given class. lf $ = {Ar, Az, ..., An} is a
paftition of O, find the o-field generared by

UNIT-

lll. a)

Define Lebesgue measure in
sets in tR.

tR.

$.

(1x12=12)

II

Find the Lebesgue measure of the following

i) Q, the set of rationals in R
ii) {xe lRlxz-4x+4=O}
iii) (1,3)u{aiu[4,6]
b)

Describe probability space. Give an example. What you mean by discrete
probability space ?

P.T.O.
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lV. a) Let (CI, tr, P) be a probability space' Prove that
- P(A) whenever A c B

i)

P(B \ A) = P(B)

ii)

PiUAI = IP(n,)
\r )

(-

-

\

t

where {A) is a sequence of events'

b)Stateandprovethecontinuitypropertyofprobabilitymeasure.(1x12=12|

uNlT- lll
g are measurable
V. a) Define measurable function' Give an example' lf f and
functions,showthatcrf+pgisalsoameasurablefunctionforeveryc['peR'
b)StateandprovetheJordandecompositiontheoremondistributionfunctions.
measure and
Vl. a) Describe Lebesgue-Stieltie's measure' Verify that Le!99q'9
measure.
probability meas-ure are pirticular cases of Lebesgue-stieltje's

b)llz=(X,Y),isatwo-dimensionalrandomvector,definethedistributionlunction
of Z. What are its properties ?

(1x12=121

.
UNIT_ IV

Vll.a)ProvethatameasurablefunctionfisintegrableoverameasurablesetEif
and only if

lf

I is

integrable over E'

b) Showthatthe function
f : [0, o) -+tR
defined bY

lglf
Io ,

r(x) = .i

x+o
x=o

is not Lebesgue integrable over [0,

Vlll. a)

o ]'

State and prove Fatou's lemma'

P),such that

random variables on a probability space.(Q' F'
b)
-' lf X andetUY are
l*is, sr,ow that E(X + Y) exists and E(X + Y) = E(X) + E(Y)'(1x12=121
itxi
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UNIT-V
lX. a) Define Radon-Nikodym derivative. Let p and v be o-finite measures such that
1"t << v ofld v << p . Show that

Iorl
t_t-t---:-t [dul-'
Lor,.l- Lo,l

b) lf f(x,y)=,, U r.r, showthat
(x- +y-)11

11

J J,t-,

-1 -'1

y) dx dy

= J I ttr,
-1

y) cly dx.

-',|

X. a) Describe independence ol

i)

a class of events

ii) two classes of events
iii) two random variables.

b) Showthat any subclass of an independent class ol events is again independenL
.Also show that painrvise independence does not imply mutual independerrce.

(1x12=12)

